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Microresonator-based electro-optic dual frequency
comb
Nicholas J. Lambert 1,2✉, Luke S. Trainor 1,2 & Harald G. L. Schwefel 1,2✉

Microresonator based dual frequency combs offer an integrated photonic solution to a wide

range of technological challenges, including spectroscopy, range finding, material character-

ization and hyperspectral imaging. These applications require a high level of mutual coherence

between combs, but achieving such stability can be demanding. Here we experimentally

demonstrate that comb generation exploiting the rich structure of the nonlinear electro-optic

tensor in lithium niobate can generate ultra-stable dual combs, with the two combs naturally

having orthogonal polarizations. We theoretically explore the application of our technique to

dual frequency comb generation from the far infrared (IR) to the ultraviolet (UV). Our combs

have relative linewidths as low as ~400 μHz, and require no stabilization or post-processing

methods.
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Optical frequency comb generators emit short coherent
pulses of light with a stable repetition rate. Equivalently,
the generated light spectrum comprises many discrete

frequencies spaced by this same repetition rate. These precision
light sources have become ubiquitous in applications of photonic
technologies1–6 because they allow coherent sampling over a broad
part of the optical spectrum7. The addition of another comb to the
frequency spectrum, with a slightly different line spacing, results in
the generation of a dual comb. A dual frequency comb allows one
comb to be used as a probe and the other to be used as a reference
against which the probe can be compared. It can be applied in
many scenarios in which optical interferometric techniques are
commonly used; by measuring the beat frequencies between close-
in-frequency comb lines, analysis can take place in the radio-
frequency (r.f.) part of the electromagnetic spectrum, allowing fast
and economical measurements8,9. They have been demonstrated
as compact solutions for digital holography10, spectroscopy11–13,
range finding and optical depth measurements14, and optical
coherence tomography15.

To exploit some of these techniques in full, a narrow relative
linewidth between the comb line pairs8,16 is required. This precise
synchronization between the combs permits long coherent aver-
aging periods, improves sensitivity, and increases signal-to-noise
ratios. For instance, the distance uncertainty for dual comb based
distance measurements17,18 is proportional to the optical phase
uncertainty of the comb lines19. Furthermore, common techni-
ques for broadening frequency combs to increase the number of
comb lines also require an initial frequency comb with low phase
noise20. Tight locking of two pulsed lasers provides a stable
spectrum11,21, but comes with high complexity and cost, making
operation outside of a laboratory environment difficult.
Analogue22 and digital23 correction techniques have also been
applied, but increase the data handling requirements. The gen-
eration of stable dual combs therefore remains an important
challenge.

Nonlinearities due to the third-order susceptibility χ(3) have been
used extensively to produce solitonic behaviour in the propagating
light field, allowing the generation of Kerr-soliton frequency
combs24–26. Dual Kerr combs have been demonstrated12, including
separable counter-propagating dual combs27,28, but require
sophisticated techniques for stabilization29. Optical second order
χ(2) nonlinearities have also been used for comb generation,
through cascaded optical parametric oscillation and sum-frequency
generation30–37. Here, we instead use an electro-optic χ(2) non-
linearity via cascaded sum- and difference-frequency generation
between the optical carrier and an incident microwave drive
tone38–40. Because the comb line spacing is given by the microwave
frequency, this technique allows more straightforward control of
comb repetition rates. By applying two microwave tones simulta-
neously, dual7,41 and dual-driven combs can be generated42.

Here we present a straightforward method of generating
electro-optic dual combs in a microresonator using a single
continuous-wave laser source. It makes use of the optical mode
structure in microresonators to generate two combs of orthogonal
polarization, allowing them to be easily separated into separate
beam paths. Our device exploits whispering gallery modes
(WGMs) supported by a nonlinear optical microresonator43,44.
The even spacing and high Q of these modes makes them a
natural platform for efficient frequency comb generation, and the
nonlinearity allows the generation of new frequencies.

Results and discussion
Figure 1b shows a schematic illustration of our implementation.
At the core of our device is a ring-shaped microresonator made
from mechanically polished x-cut lithium niobate (LiNbO3)45–47

(see ‘Methods’). The WGMs (Q ~ 108) are first driven with swept
laser light at a wavelength close to 1550 nm, resulting in the mode
spectra shown in Fig. 1e. The resonator can support two optical
mode families with different free spectral ranges; axial modes, in
which the electric field is normal to the plane of the resonator,
and radial modes, for which the electric fields lies in the plane of
the disc. Unlike LiNbO3 resonators with the z-axis normal to the
plane of the WGMs, an x-cut resonator has a point on its rim for
which the wavevector of light of both polarizations is equal. This
allows efficient evanescent coupling to both axial and radial
modes using light with the same angle of incidence.

To permit the generation of new optical frequencies, the optical
microresonator is embedded in a toroidal loop gap microwave
cavity (Fig. 1b, c, see ‘Methods’ and Supplementary Note 2). The
electric field vector of the lowest order microwave mode is con-
stant in magnitude around the torus, and points between the
inner and outer of the cavity. It is therefore aligned with the radial
axis of the microresonator. By fashioning a sharp edge on the
outer surface of the loop capacitance, we focus the electric field
into the optical mode volume, increasing the overlap between
optical and microwave fields. The microwave cavity mode has a
centre frequency of 7.87 GHz (Fig. 1d), lying between the free
spectral ranges (FSRs) of the radial and axial mode families. By
driving the cavity at one of these FSRs using a coupled antenna, a
frequency comb can be generated; by driving it simultaneously at
both FSRs, a dual comb results.

The interaction of different frequencies in nonlinear materials
generally requires careful consideration of phase-matching, in
order to preserve both energy and momentum44. This require-
ment is encapsulated by the expression for the coupling rate g
between the complex electric fields of the input optical and
microwave modes, Ein and EΩ respectively, and that of the mode
Eout at the generated optical frequency,

g /
Z

mode
volume

χð2ÞEinE
�
outEΩdV: ð1Þ

Here, the mode volume integral runs around the resonator.
Because the input and output modes are orthogonal, spatially
uniform microwave modes and electro-optic coefficients lead to
g= 0. Therefore, for efficient comb generation, either the
microwave mode or the electro-optic coefficient must have an
antisymmetric spatial component.

In previous work using z-cut LiNbO3, the microwave field was
engineered to have a large antisymmetric component, for example
by using an electrode on only one side of the WGM resonator48 or
by driving higher order modes of a microwave cavity40,49. In x-cut
LiNbO3, an alternative approach is possible. Here, the effective
nonlinearity for light confined to the rim of the resonator varies
azimuthally around the resonator’s rim, because the effective χ(2) is
dependent on the direction of the wavevector of the light; the light
propagating around the resonator therefore experiences an oscil-
lating χ(2) (Fig. 1a). This spatial variation allows a uniform micro-
wave field to couple two different spatially orthogonal optical modes
from the same mode family. The effective nonlinearities for the
modes, χð2Þeff , are given by the Fourier component of χ(2)(θ), which
provides the necessary number of momentum quanta (see Supple-
mentary Note 1). For the axial modes we find χð2Þeff ¼ 63:2 pmV�1

and for radial modes χð2Þeff ¼ 240 pmV�1 for 633 nm light
and 50 MHz to 86 MHz modulation frequency. This is comparable
to the largest component of the electro-optic tensor
χð2Þ33 ¼ 362 pmV�150, as used in z-cut devices.

Single comb generation. We first characterize the single comb
that is generated when a microwave field with a single frequency
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interacts with the optical field. 1550 nm light from a Toptica DL
Pro grating stabilized diode laser is passed through a fibre
polarization controller and then coupled into the WGM resonator
(major radius = 2.56 mm, minor radius = 400 μm) using a
graded index lens and diamond prism (Fig. 2a). The emitted light
from the resonator is out-coupled in the same way. We chose
here to tune the optical pump to a mode in a radially polarized

optical mode family, with Q factors approaching 108 and an FSR
of 7.940 GHz; we therefore drive the microwave cavity at this
frequency, with an incident power on the cavity of 35 dBm. We
measure the resulting output spectrum with an optical spectrum
analyser and find that a single comb with 91 comb lines is gen-
erated (Fig. 2b). From the ratio of the power in adjacent comb
lines40, we estimate the coupling rate to be g ≈ 2π × 0.3 Hz.
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Fig. 1 Device principles and design. a Effective electro-optic coefficient of LiNbO3 for axial and radial modes as a function of angle from the
crystallographic z-axis, showing the angular dependency. b Cartoon of our device, with the LiNbO3 ring embedded in a toroidal loop gap. A gap in the outer
of the cavity provides for optical access via prism coupling. c Left—half cross-section of the device in b. Centre—expanded view of LiNbO3 resonator and
the gap of the loop-gap resonator. Right—expanded view of the edge of the resonator and cavity, showing COMSOL simulations of the optical and
microwave field intensities. d Microwave spectrum of the cavity, tuned to critical coupling. e Optical mode spectrum for radial (upper) and axial (lower)
modes. Free spectral ranges (FSRs) are arrowed.
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Fig. 2 Single comb generation. a Experimental set-up. The output of a grating-stabilized diode laser is tuned to a mode of a thermally stabilized whispering
gallery mode (WGM) resonator, with the input polarization selected using a polarization controller (PC). The surrounding microwave cavity is driven at the
free spectral range (FSR) of the optical modes, and the resulting comb is amplified with an erbium-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA) before being split with a
beam splitter (BS) and measured with both an optical spectrum analyser (OSA) and a fast photodiode (FPD). The radio-frequency (RF) FPD output is
mixed with a local oscillator (LO) detuned by ~100 Hz from the comb repetition rate, and the resulting intermediate frequency (IF) signal digitized using an
oscilloscope (Osc). b A single frequency comb, with 91 comb lines visible and a repetition rate of 7.940 GHz. c Single sideband phase noise of the IF due to
a single comb (red) and the microwave drive (blue), as a function of offset from the carrier. Inset is the IF lineshape (red) and a fit to a Lorentzian lineshape
(black). d Allan variance of the IF due to the comb (red) and the microwave source (blue). Error bars denote one standard deviation.
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The comb spectrum is cut off abruptly at 191.3 THz and
192.05 THz. At these points dispersion-induced breakdown of
the comb occurs, as the intrinsic and geometric dispersion of
the resonator results in a change of FSR at large detunings from
the centre frequency40,42. This results in an offset between the
FSR and the frequency of the driving microwave field. At the
comb cutoffs, this offset exceeds the electro-optically broadened
linewidth of the optical modes, the resonance condition no
longer holds, and the cascaded sideband generation process
cannot continue.

To measure the stability of the repetition rate of the comb,
the intensity of the frequency comb is measured with a fast
photodiode (FPD) with a bandwidth of 20 GHz. The output
from this carries the beat frequency between comb lines, and
the linewidth of this signal is a measure of the comb spacing
stability. This linewidth is too small to measure directly using,
for example, a microwave spectrum analyser. Instead, we mix
this signal with a local oscillator detuned from the microwave
source by 106.2 Hz, and study the linewidth of the resulting
intermediate frequency (IF) by digitally sampling it and taking
the power spectrum of the resulting discrete time signal (see
Methods). In Fig. 2c, we show the single sideband (SSB) phase
noise of the IF, with its lineshape inset, and in Fig. 2d we show
the Allan variance of the IF. For comparison, we also show the
phase noise and Allan deviation of the driving microwave
source. We find a linewidth of σmeas= (0.24 ± 0.07) mHz,
demonstrating the extremely high stability of the repetition rate
of the frequency comb.

Contributions to σmeas come from phase noise on the microwave
drive signal and optical phase noise due to the lithium niobate. To
quantify these components, we start by directly measuring the
linewidth of the microwave drive tone, using the same r.f.
measurement chain. We find it to be σmw= (0.100 ± 0.019) mHz.
The dominant source of the 7.940 GHz microwave signal from the
comb is the beat note between the carrier and the two first order
comb lines, which are summed coherently. We therefore deduce
that noise processes in the lithium niobate contribute an effective
linewidth σLN ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

σ2meas � σ2mw

p ¼ ð0:22± 0:08Þ mHz for the first
order comb lines.

Dual comb generation. We now exploit the two polarizations
supported in the WGM resonator to generate a dual comb. We
begin by using an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) to split the
carrier into two equal magnitude carriers separated by 100 MHz
(Fig. 3a). These are prepared in orthogonal linear polarization
states, and then recombined into a single fibre. The polarizations
are then rotated so that they correspond to axial and radial
modes in the WGM resonator, and can therefore excite two
optical modes of different polarization with centre frequencies
100 MHz apart.

Two microwave tones of powers 32 dBm at 7.814 GHz and
7.934 GHz—commensurate with the FSRs of the axial and radial
modes respectively—are then used to excite the mode supported
by the metal cavity. Two frequency combs are observed, with
comb line spacings equal to the applied microwave tones (Fig. 3b).
The longer comb, with more than 50 visible comb lines, forms in
the radial mode family, while the axially polarized comb is shorter
due to its lower χð2Þeff .

A key advantage of dual-comb based techniques is that the
combs can traverse spatially separated paths, and then be
referenced against each other by mixing them down to r.f.
frequencies with a fast photodiode. This requires that they can be
separated into ‘probe’ and ‘reference’ combs; for the output of our
device this can be achieved straightforwardly by a polarizing beam
splitter (PBS), as the generated combs are orthogonally polarized.

In order to mix them together, the reference comb polarization is
then rotated by 90∘ so that it has the same polarization as the probe
comb, and they are then recombined with a 3 dB beam splitter
before the photodiode.

In Fig. 3c, we show the low frequency regime of the resulting
spectrum. We label the peaks with the order of the originating
comb lines, with n= 0 labelling the beating of the two pump
tones. We also observe artefacts at frequencies spaced 100 MHz
from IFs due to the combs. These are due to nonlinearities in our
detection chain, and the high power present in the 100 MHz
zeroth order line resulting from the two optical carriers.

We demonstrate the separability of the two orthogonally
polarized combs with a PBS in Fig. 3d. A fibre Bragg grating
(FBG) with centre frequency 191.807 THz and bandwidth 40
GHz is introduced into the probe arm. Here we arbitrarily
choose to use the 7.934 GHz spaced radially polarized comb
as the probe comb. The FBG reflects light from the comb
across its bandwidth, resulting in three absent comb lines in the
spectrum.

We now examine the relative frequency stability of the two
combs constituting the dual comb. The two microwave sources
providing the comb spacing frequencies and the 100 MHz r.f.
source driving the AOM are locked to the same 10 MHz clock,
allowing accurate assessment of the phase noise due to optical
noise in the resonator. This is measured in a similar way as for the
single comb, by mixing the beat tone between two comb lines
with a local oscillator (from a source that is locked to the same 10
MHz clock as the comb sources). This generates an IF of ~100
Hz, which is sampled at a frequency of 10 kHz. The power
spectrum of the IF signal is then calculated.

We measure the linewidths for IF orders between 1 and 10. In
Fig. 4a, we show the SSB phase noise for the zeroth order IF,
resulting from the two optical carriers separated by 100 MHz, and
first order IF, generated by comb lines separated by 20 MHz. We
also show the SSB phase noise for the microwave drives. In
Fig. 4b, we show linewidths as a function of generating comb line
pair order. We determine an IF linewidth of (0.217 ± 0.096) mHz
for the zeroth order beat note between the two carriers. This
originates from uncorrelated noise on the two fibre arms of the
output of the AOM. In Fig. 4c, we show the Allan variance of the
IF due to the carriers, the first pair of lines, and the driving
microwave source.

We find that the IF linewidth rises with increasing comb line
pair order. Noise at the repetition rate of one comb is common to
all comb lines for that comb. The noise generating processes for
each individual comb are therefore correlated between comb
lines, but uncorrelated between the two combs and uncorrelated
with phase noise due to the AOM. By assuming the magnitude of
the microwave frequency noise power at the two FSRs is the same,
and there is no other source of dephasing between the two combs
we fit

σ2n ¼ σ2AOM þ 2n σ2mw þ σ2LN
� � ð2Þ

to the IF linewidths due to the nth order pair (see Methods). In
the limit of large n, this gives σn ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2nðσ2mw þ σ2LNÞ

p
. From our

fit we find σLN ¼ ð0:36 ± 0:08Þ mHz, consistent within experi-
mental error with the value determined above for the single
comb, and supporting the conclusion that there is no significant
additional source of dephasing between the combs.

Cross talk between the two constituent combs can be
deleterious to dual comb performance because of a reduction
in the signal-to-noise ratio51. We characterize the cross talk in
our device by driving the system with the two microwave tones
required for dual comb generation, but pumping an optical
mode of only one polarization at a time. The resulting optical
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signal is mixed down to microwave frequencies using an FPD as
before. The resulting microwave spectra are shown in Fig. 4d
for pumps of axial (upper panel) and radial (lower panel)
optical polarization. In both cases, peaks are visible at 7.814
GHz and 7.934 GHz with the cross talk between combs
characterized by the contrast between the peaks. We find cross
talk less than -30 dB for both axial and radial combs. Cross talk
in our system is suppressed by the requirement for new optical
frequencies to be resonant with an appropriately polarized
mode of the WGM resonator.

The dual comb relative stability we have demonstrated
compares favourably to that measured for previous unstabilized
dual combs28,52, and is comparable to dual combs using active
stabilization and post-processing techniques11,17,19,22,23,53–57.
We ascribe the high frequency stability of our generated
frequency combs to two principle reasons. Firstly, all our
generating frequencies are directly derived from phase stable
microwave sources which are all synchronized to the same 10
MHz clock. Secondly, comb generation for both combs takes
place in the same optical mode volume, preventing uncorrelated
noise generated by thermal or microwave frequency fluctuations
in separate microresonators from limiting the coherence between
the combs28,58.

The dual combs shown here have centre frequencies of
~193 THz, and repetition rates of ~8 GHz. The versatility of
our technique offers pathways to comb generation in alternative
frequency regimes. LiNbO3 is transparent in the range 350 nm to
4.5 μm, but by choosing another electro-optic material with
appropriate crystal symmetries different wavelengths could be
accessed. For example, mid-IR parts of the spectrum could be
accessed by using silver gallium selenide59, which is transparent
to about 18 μm. Alternatively materials such as lithium
tetraborate60 and beta barium borate61 are transparent to around
250 nm, potentially allowing generation of mid-ultraviolet
frequency combs (see Supplementary Note 3).

The desirable repetition rates of dual combs is dependent on
the application, and might range from hundreds of MHz for
spectroscopy of gases, to many tens of GHz for spectroscopy of
solids or liquids, which have broader absorption lines62. For
resonant electro-optic devices, repetition rates are set by the FSRs
of the relevant mode families. These in turn are set by the
diameter of the microresonator, and the refractive index and
birefringence of the material used. The fabrication of resonators
with FSRs of between 0.5 and 25 GHz is readily achievable. We
tabulate some examples of material indices, and resulting
percentage differences in FSR, in Supplementary Note 3.

Fig. 3 Dual comb generation. a Experimental set-up for dual comb generation. Two frequencies resonant with modes of orthogonal polarization are
generated from a single laser and an acousto-optic modulator (AOM), prepared in the correct polarization states with polarization controllers (PCs), and
combined using a beam splitter (BS). The cavity is simultaneously driven at the free spectral range of both mode families. The resulting combs are
amplified using an erbium doped fibre amplifier (EDFA) and then separated using a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). The reference comb is then rotated on to
the same polarization as the probe before output to the measurement chain comprising an optical spectrum analyser (OSA), fast photodiode (FPD) and
oscilloscope (Osc) as for the single comb measurement (Fig. 2). b A dual polarization dual comb with line spacings of 7.934 and 7.814 GHz; the individual
combs are marked with white star (☆) and white diamond (◇), respectively at large detunings. Also visible is the incomplete suppression of the pump
laser sidebands, with spacing 3.94 GHz, forming an incoherent comb—the inset shows the spectrum of the diode laser alone. cMixing of dual comb lines to
RF frequencies. Beat frequencies are labelled with the order of the originating comb lines. Artefacts at integer multiples of 100 MHz are marked with a
cross. d Separability of combs; lines from the ‘probe’ comb at frequencies between 191.787 and 191.827 GHz are filtered by a fibre Bragg grating (FBG),
while the reference comb is not affected.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the wave-vector
dependent nonlinearities present in WGM resonators fabricated
from x-cut LiNbO3 can be used to generate frequency combs,
which avoids the requirement for a spatially varying microwave
field. They also allow the simultaneous generation of two
combs, with different comb line spacings and different polar-
izations. Because of the spatial multiplexing of the two combs,
and the fact that phase locked microwave sources control all
relevant frequencies, our combs demonstrate high free-running
mutual coherence.

Moreover, comb generation is deterministic and start-up speed
is limited only by the lifetime of the cavity modes. In addition to
slow thermal tuning, rapid fine tuning of the centre frequencies
and comb spacings could be achieved by application of a d.c. bias.

This device is therefore a step towards a versatile platform for
simple and cost effective dual comb generation.

Methods
Sample design and fabrication. The copper microwave cavity was made using
standard mechanical techniques in two parts; an inner rod of diameter 5 mm, and
an outer cap. To obtain the correct fundamental mode frequency we based the
dimensions on design rules for loop gap cavities (see S.I.), with a gap relative
permittivity of ϵr= 57 representing the x-cut LiNbO3 occupying the electric field
mode volume. The initial design was then modelled using COMSOL Multiphysics,
and design parameters adjusted accordingly.

A ring-shaped LiNbO3 precursor was cut from a 0.5 mm thick x-cut wafer using
grinding techniques; a hollow brass cylinder, of inside diameter 5 mm, was
mounted in an air bearing and spun at 100 Hz. It was brought into gentle contact
with the LiNbO3, with the cylinder axis normal to the wafer, and diamond slurry
(30 μm) added. Once the entire thickness of the wafer had been abraded away, the
process was repeated with a larger brass cylinder to form the outer perimeter of
the ring.

The precursor was fixed to top of the inner rod of the copper cavity using
cyanoacrylate, and carefully levelled. It was then mounted in the air bearing and cut
to shape and size using single point diamond turning until around 100 μm thick in
the radial direction. Finally, it was mechanically polished by hand, using 1 and 0.25
μm diamond slurry45–47.

To achieve the required mode frequency, the cavity mode frequency and FSRs
of the WGM resonator were measured, the outer cap removed, and a small amount
of copper in the loop of the loop-gap removed from the fabricated device.

Linewidth measurement. To measure the relative stability of frequency comb
lines, the spectrum generated by the comb was mixed to r.f. intermediate fre-
quencies using a Thorlabs DXM20AF fast photodetector with a 20 GHz bandwidth.
To select the intermediate frequency of interest, the r.f. signal was mixed again
(Mini-Circuits ZLW-2/ZX05-153LH-S+), with the local oscillator (Rohde and
Schwarz SMR20) detuned 106.2 Hz from the expected intermediate frequency. The
local oscillator linewidth was determined by mixing against an independent
microwave source, and found to be narrower than our measurement floor. The
resulting 106.2 Hz signal was low pass filtered (3 dB cutoff of 15 kHz) to avoid
aliasing then digitized at a sample rate of 10 kHz. The power spectrum of this
signal was then calculated, and the width of the peak at 106.2 Hz determined by
fitting a Lorentzian lineshape.

Error analysis for fit. Fitting Eq. (2) to dual comb beat linewidths to determine
σLN requires careful handling of the uncertainties. In particular, σAOM and σmw are
independently measured parameters in this equation, but also have an uncertainty
associated with them. To account for this, we estimate the uncertainty of σLN by
drawing 10000 samples for {σn}, σAOM and σmw from uncorrelated normal dis-
tributions having widths equal to the experimentally measured uncertainties, and
then fitting for each set to find estimates for σLN. The width of the resulting
distribution gives the uncertainty on σLN.

Data availability
The data that are presented in the figures of this paper are available at https://doi.org/10.
5281/zenodo.5943157.
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